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GRADES K–5 (ADAPT AS GRADE APPROPRIATE)

LESSON #3A: A NATIONAL HYMN 
IN “JUPITER” FROM THE PLANETS 
BY GUSTAV HOLST
STANDARDS

• National Core Music Standard – Artistic 
Process #2: Performing

• National Core Music Standard – Artistic 
Process #3: Responding

• National Core Music Standard – Artistic 
Process #4: Connecting

Ohio 2012 Standards: (Progress Points)

A. Demonstrate how musical elements communicate meaning and emotion by 
[playing, singing or] moving to music. 

B. Recognize the use of music for various purposes by performers and listeners in a 
variety of cultures. 

E. Use digital technology to listen to and study music recognizing instruments, 
[voices, ensembles] and musical forms. 

F. Form and express opinions about music they hear in [formal and] informal [live 
and] recorded performances. 

CRITICAL THINKING SKILLS (MEASURABLE VERBS, BLOOM’S TAXONOMY)
Demonstrate (sing); practice; apply; analyze; discuss; share (experiences); relate/connect

CURRICULAR CONNECTIONS (LANGUAGE ARTS – CHOOSE TO FIT GRADE LEVEL)    
Vocabulary for Word Wall:
song; hymn; anthem; folk song; melody; melodic direction or contour

Non-music Vocabulary: 
national; patriotic; remembrance; royal; majestic

CONCEPT AREAS:
MELODY/PITCH; EXPRESSIVE QUALITIES 
(SMOOTH)  
SINGING; RELATING; LISTENING; 
MOVING

http://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Ohios-Learning-Standards/Fine-Arts
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CONCEPTUAL LEARNING – MUSICAL UNDERSTANDING  
       

• America and England each have famous patriotic songs that are often heard 
at various special events. 

• A song is a melody that has words. Hymns, anthems, and folk songs can 
be sung by most people and by various sized groups of people – even 
congregations and groups that are at large public or private occasions. 

• Melodies [from “classical music”] can become famous songs with words 
added. These famous songs are patriotic and have become a traditional 
part of the country. Because of their musical characteristics or elements, 
people like these songs and they can be heard regularly at national events or 
ceremonies – where everyone sings!

STUDENT LEARNING OBJECTIVES/OUTCOMES/LEARNING TARGETS/SKILLS: (“STUDENTS WILL…” &/OR “I CAN…”) 

1. I can sing the melody of a patriotic song or hymn from America. I can sing a patriotic 
song or hymn melody from America, and compare it to a patriotic song from 
England. 

2. I can show melodic direction or contour with arm movements.
3. I can describe a piece of music’s style and expressive qualities (such as legato or 

smooth and connected).
4. I can analyze and describe (figure out and talk about) Musical Elements, such as 

Melody.

MATERIALS: 

• Video Clip (Youtube), Festival of Remembrance  (0:47–1:10)
• Video Clip (Youtube), The Royal Wedding – I Vow to Thee My Country – William 

and Kate [cue to 1:30; use from 1:30–5:07] 
(Marriage of Prince William and Kate Middleton, published 4-22-13, 
RoyalMonarchy

• Recording of “Jupiter” from The Planets by Gustav Holst

MATERIALS FOR FOLLOW-UP LESSON: 

• Optional: Video Clip (Youtube), Funeral of Margaret Thatcher at Westminster 
Abbey, [cue to 0:33, use 0:33–1:57 (first stanza), or 0:33–3:20 (both stanzas), or 
cue to 1:58 and use 1:58–3:20 (last stanza only)]

• Optional: Video Clip (Youtube), Sir Winston Churchill, Funeral (I Vow to Thee) – 
The Nation’s Farewell 
[cue to 1:34; use from 1:34–end, as age appropriate]

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvouc8Qs_MI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fx4AiDpAYmc
http://www.classicsforkids.com/music/hearthemusic.php?id=36
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Prg-KwqPYQs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Prg-KwqPYQs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87Xkr8z3lEo
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SEQUENCE: 

1. Connect/Relate: “What patriotic songs or hymns do we sing in the United States?” 
a. “America” (“My Country ‘tis of Thee”) 
b. “America the Beautiful”  
c. “The Star Spangled Banner” 

2. Teach/lead these songs, differentiating for age appropriateness, ease of singing, 
and lyric comprehension: 
a. Grades K–5: “America” (key of F or G) 
b. Grades 1–5: “America the Beautiful” (key of B-flat) 
c. Grades 3–5: “The Star Spangled Banner” (key of A-flat is standard, but a bit low) 
It is helpful to show the melody’s direction with your hand held horizontally, to 
guide the students in singing the proper intervals.  
 
Use the Exit Slip as a means of Self Assessment* as students learn to sing these 
songs over several class periods. 

3. Share that many countries have their own special patriotic music, national 
anthem, or national hymn, and that they’ll get to hear a patriotic or national 
hymn from England.  
Play the Video Clip (Youtube), Festival of Remembrance  (0:47–1:10) and lead the 
class in a brief discussion afterward, as developmentally appropriate. 
Explain the meaning of remembrance, and that this festival is similar to our 
Memorial Day or Veterans Day in America. 

4. Have the class watch a different video from England of the same song. This time, 
guide the class to move an arm to show the melodic contour or direction. Play 
the Video Clip  
The Royal Wedding – I Vow to Thee My Country – William and Kate 
[cue to 1:30; use from 1:30–5:07], of the Marriage of Prince William and Kate 
Middleton. Lead the class in a brief discussion and relate to life experiences at a 
wedding or in a wedding. 

5. Play the Recording of “Jupiter” from The Planets by Gustav Holst, cued to 3:10. 
Use any length of segment until 4:57.  
Optional: Have students show the melodic contour or “pretend to conduct” the 
music while listening, showing the smoothly connected style (legato). 

6. Select words from the Vocabulary given at the beginning of this lesson; go over 
the meaning of these words and how they are used when describing music; use 
academic language related to music; practice the language function or how to 
use the word in conversation or discourse. (Add to Word Wall.)

https://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Exit%20slips.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bvouc8Qs_MI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fx4AiDpAYmc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fx4AiDpAYmc
http://www.classicsforkids.com/music/hearthemusic.php?id=36
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CLOSURE/QUESTIONS: 

1. “At what kinds of events is this music performed and sung?” (marriage; funeral 
(Optional–see Follow-up Lesson). 
“What is the name of this patriotic hymn from the piece called ‘Jupiter’?” (“I Vow to 
Thee, My Country”)  

2. “Who composed this piece and what country was he from?” (Gustav Holst, 
England) 

3. “Why do you think so many people like this piece of music, and like to sing it at a 
wedding (or a funeral), especially in England where the composer lived? What do 
you like about it?” (share answers) 

4. “This piece is a patriotic hymn. What are some well-known patriotic songs or 
hymns that we sing in America? When are they typically sung or heard?”  

5. “What do the various words in the song(s) we learned mean?” Refer to the 
Vocabulary listed for this lesson and see if students know what the words or 
terms mean (such as meter, etc.). “What words have been added to our Word 
Wall today? What does each word mean, and how do we use it to describe 
music?” Share answers, and elaborate on the language function and academic 
language of each word in relation to music and other subject areas.  

6. Refer to the Conceptual Learning, Objectives, and Standards listed at the 
beginning of the lesson plan and guide the class in understanding and 
application for the following  
“I can” statements:  
“I can move my arm to show the melody…” 
“I can learn to sing a patriotic song or hymn.”
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ASSESSMENT/EVALUATION: 
 
Formative Assessment
Self Assessment: Exit Slips
*See Step #2 in Sequence. Follow up by giving the class specific feedback as the 
teacher, wording it positively.
 
FOLLOW-UP LESSON:
1. Play the Optional Video Clip (Youtube), Funeral of Margaret Thatcher at 

Westminster Abbey, [cue to 0:33, use 0:33–1:57 (first stanza), or 0:33–3:20 (both 
stanzas), or cue to 1:58 and use 1:58–3:20 (last stanza only)] Discuss as age 
appropriate, relating to the death of important people in America’s history such 
as presidents. 

2. Play the Optional Video Clip (Youtube), Sir Winston Churchill, Funeral: (I Vow 
to Thee) – The Nation’s Farewell, [cue to 1:34; use from 1:34–end, as age 
appropriate]

CROSS CURRICULAR EXTENSIONS: 

• Cross Cultural/Social Studies: Teach the class another famous national hymn 
from England, “God Save the Queen.” Guide the class to research the differences 
in the histories/governments of America and England. Extend by learning about 
Canada’s national songs, and the histories/governments of Canada and England. 

• Music/Music History: Share that this famous piece of music for orchestra was 
composed by Gustav Holst and is from a collection of pieces called The Planets. 
(Share photo and biographical information from “Past Shows” from Classics for 
Kids website.) Listen to another movement of Holst’s The Planets, or to another 
segment of “Jupiter.” 

• Life Experience: Connect this piece with other patriotic songs or hymn tunes, 
or to other music that became famous processionals used at weddings or for 
graduations.

https://www.classicsforkids.com/downloads/rimsky_korsakov/Exit%20slips.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Prg-KwqPYQs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Prg-KwqPYQs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=87Xkr8z3lEo
http://www.classicsforkids.com/composers/composer_profile.php?id=37

